Abstract. In [1, 2] we established and dicussed the algebra of observables for 2 + 1 gravity at both the classical and quantum level. Here our treatment broadens and extends previous results to any genus 9 with a systematic discussion of the centre of the algebra. The reduction of the number of independent observables to 69 -6(9 > 1) is treated in detail with a precise classification for g = 1 and 9 = 2.
Introduction
In previous articles [1, 2] we analysed the algebra of quantum observables for 2 + 1 gravity on an initial data Riemann surface of genus g. The homotopy group 7rl(S) of the surface is defined by generators t~, i = 1... 29 + 2 and presentation: /~1/~2 " " 9 : 1, 
(a,,~k, ajl ) = (amj , ak~) = O, (ajk,ak~)= (1--1) (ajm--ajkakm), (ajk,akz)=(1--1)(ajz--akzajk), (ajk,alm)= (if ---K--)(ajzakrn--aklajm),
( 1.2 The algebra of observables of 2 + 1 classical gravity for an initial data surface Z of genus g can be identified with a particular factor algebra of K(2g § 2) as explained in [2] . There exists a group D(n) of automorphisms on If(n) and A(n) implemented through exponentiated canonical transformations and induced by the mapping class group [3] as follows:
